Fraunhofer ISI/ICCT analysis of PHEV data finds real-world CO2 emissions 2-4x higher than official values

28 September 2020

A new analysis of the real-world usage of more than 100,000 plug-in hybrid electric vehicles shows a large deviation between on-road CO2 emissions and fuel efficiency and the official vehicle type-approval values. The results of the joint study, released by German Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innovation Research ISI and the International Council on Clean Transportation (ICCT), suggest that incentives to promote a higher share of electric driving would increase the potential for plug-in hybrid vehicles to reduce emissions.

For the study, the authors analyzed a comprehensive dataset of the real-world usage patterns for plug-in hybrid vehicles in Europe, North America, and China. For their statistical analyses, the researchers made use of anonymized data that vehicle drivers had voluntarily reported to online portals such as Spritmonitor in Germany and MyMPG in the United States. The researchers also took into account data on company cars that had been provided by fleet managers.
On average, the real-world fuel consumption and CO₂ emission values of plug-in hybrid vehicles for private drivers in Germany are more than twice as high as according to the official test procedure. For company cars, the deviation is even four times the official values.

—Dr. Patrick Plötz, Coordinator of the Business Unit Energy Economy at Fraunhofer ISI and lead author of the study

As a result, the gap between official and real-world values is much larger for plug-in hybrid vehicles than for conventional combustion engine vehicles.

The real-world share of electric driving for PHEVs, on average, is about half the share considered in the type-approval values. For private cars, the average utility factor (UF)—the portion of kilometers driven on electric motor versus kilometers driven on combustion engine—is 69% for NEDC type approval but only around 37% for real-world driving. For company cars, an average UF of 63% for NEDC and approximately 20% for real-world driving was found. There are noteworthy differences between the markets analyzed, with the highest real-world UF found for Norway at 53% for private vehicles and the United States at 54% for private vehicles. The lowest UFs were for China at 26% for private vehicles, Germany with 18% for company cars and 43% for private vehicles, and the Netherlands with 24% for company cars.

—"Real-World Usage Of Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles"

As plug-in hybrid vehicles are equipped with a combustion engine as well as an electric motor, their potential for reducing emissions depends strongly on daily driving patterns. Plug-in hybrid vehicles often are not recharged regularly, which implies driving is often performed on the combustion engine.

Statistically, private users of vehicles in Germany re-charge their plug-in hybrid vehicle only on three out of four days. Company car users, on average, re-charge only every second day. The low frequency of recharging reduces the share of electric driving and thereby increases fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions of plug-in hybrid vehicles in real-world driving. On average, private plug-in hybrid vehicles are driven only 37% of their mileage in electric mode; for company car vehicles it is only 20%.

The Fraunhofer ISI and ICCT researchers offer concrete recommendations from their analysis. The European Commission should update the testing procedures for plug-in hybrid vehicles and limit any credits as part of the EU CO₂ regulation for new cars to those plug-in hybrid vehicles that demonstrate a high share of electric driving in real-world.

National governments should provide fiscal incentives only for those plug-in hybrid vehicle models that offer a high electric range and limit the power of the built-in combustion engine.

—ICCT Director Dr. Peter Mock

Furthermore, any subsidies or reduced taxation rates should be tied to the vehicle owner demonstrating predominantly electric driving. Meanwhile, legal and financial barriers for installing home charging devices should be reduced.

Vehicle manufacturers should also take action: By increasing the electric range of plug-in hybrid vehicles from today’s average of 50 kilometers to 90 kilometers and limiting the power of the built-in combustion engine, manufacturers can provide an incentive for drivers to regularly re-charge their vehicles and to drive predominantly with electricity.

Fleet managers should limit the available budget for gasoline or diesel and instead offer employees the option to re-charge plug-in hybrid vehicles easily and at low cost. In doing so, the share of electric driving for plug-in hybrid vehicles could be increased.
Comments

GH gases like methane and oxides of nitrogen are important too.

Posted by: SJC (https://profile.typepad.com/6p0112790f78c028a4) | 28 September 2020 at 02:18 PM
(https://www.greencarcongress.com/2020/09/20200928-isi.html?cid=6a00d8341c4fbe53ef0263e9696fe2200b#comment-6a00d8341c4fbe53ef0263e9696fe2200b)

A bigger battery would help, and so would wireless charging (as an option), or a solar roof (say 600w x 5 hours = 3Kw = 10 extra miles).
You have to charge it every day you drive it for it to be effective.
You could give black marks for days when it is used uncharged and nag the driver into charging it.
What you want to get to is a plug in with a range extender, rather than today's PHEV.
And it has to be as cheap as possible.

(https://www.greencarcongress.com/2020/09/20200928-isi.html?cid=6a00d8341c4fbe53ef0263e9698daa200b#comment-6a00d8341c4fbe53ef0263e9698daa200b)

Hmmmm I thought the UK had already proven this. They abruptly ended the incentives on plug in hybrid when they realised how few people actually charged them.
I think this was a good move as there are lots of disincentives to change a phev...
My phev only came with a granny cable meaning it can charge slowly at a plug socket. I can't use public chargers as it didn't come with one and BMW wanted £300+ for one. This wasn't economical on an 18 month lease.
My brother got a new phev as a work car. Work then gave him a petrol station card to pay for all his petrol but refused to reimburse him for electricity or pay for a home charging point. (he left that company) Why would he ever charge it up? It actually costs him money and time to run in electric even though it was a no personal trips vehicle rather than a company car.

Posted by: Am0283 (https://profile.typepad.com/am0283) | 29 September 2020 at 04:37 PM
(https://www.greencarcongress.com/2020/09/20200928-isi.html?cid=6a00d8341c4fbe53ef026be4160dfc200d#comment-6a00d8341c4fbe53ef026be4160dfc200d)
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Kawasaki Motors Corp. USA pays $160k in penalties for small engine violations in California (https://www.greencarcongress.com/2020/11/20201103-kawasaki.html)
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